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Mr. Jeff Dalton

Vice Chairman, Board of Directors; Chair, Accreditation & Credentialing Committee; Board of Directors,
CMMC Accreditation Body

Jeff Dalton is President and CEO of Broadsword and Chief Evangelist with AgileCxO.org.

He is a Certified CMMI Lead Appraiser and AgileCxO Lead Assessor, and author of Great Big Agile: An OS for
Agile Leaders. He is principle author of the CMMI Institute’s “Guide to Scrum and CMMI: Improving Agile
Performance with CMMI” and was the first, third, and fourth Chairman of the CMMI Institute Partner Advisory
Board, where he led the group through their transitionary period from the Software Engineering Institute,
where he was Vice Chairman and later Chairman of their Partner Advisory Board.

Dalton has a background in technology leadership, and has served as Director and VP or Product Development
and Quality with multiple companies, and was a Senior Manager and Chief Technology Executive at Ernst and
Young, LLP.

Jeff is an active jazz bassist who builds experimental aircraft, and lives with his wife of 25 years in Marathon,
FL.
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Ms. Carolyn Ellis

Program Manager, Purdue University

Carolyn Ellis is a Program Manager at Purdue University focusing on strengthening their Regulated Research
Program. Over the last four years, she has grown the program from a single project to a thriving ecosystem
handling various regulations such as HIPAA and NIST 800-171. Carolyn is passionate about efforts growing
future leaders within CUI Community Development, and mentoring with both EDUCAUSE Women in IT and
WiCys (Women in Cybersecurity).  She is an active cyclist, and is well on her way to reaching her 2021 goal of
2,021 miles in the calendar year.

Dr. Erik Deumens

Director of Research Computing, University of Florida

Erik Deumens is the Director of Research Computing, a department in Information Technology at the
University of Florida. He has been in this position since 2011.

Previously, he was a researcher in computational physics and chemistry, designing software for computational
chemistry and teaching courses in parallel programming. He has worked as consultant to install and configure
supercomputers throughout his career. Since 2015, he has been working on compliant systems for research on
restricted data and has taught workshops on how to set up a compliant computing program at academic
institutions.

Mr. Mark Herron, MA, CISSP

Chief Information Security Officer and Associate Vice President, Case Western Reserve University

Mark Herron is Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and Associate Vice President for Case Western
Reserve University (CWRU) in Cleveland, Ohio, in charge of the Information Security department in the
University Technologies ([U]Tech) division.  More information about [U]Tech and the ISO may be found on the
division's and department's web sites at: https://case.edu/utech/ and
https://case.edu/utech/departments/information-security

Mark has over 20 years experience as an information technology professional with 5 years experience at
CWRU, including appointment as the university's third CISO in March of 2021.  Mark has also served as
Assistant Vice President & Information Security Officer at the University at Buffalo, CISO at Central Michigan
University, Director of Information Security at Akron Children's Hospital, and as the Manager of the HIPAA
Program Management Office in the Information Security department at the Cleveland Clinic.  Prior to these
formal information security roles, Mark served as Network Manager for Baldwin-Wallace University, and in a
number of IT project management and analyst roles in the greater Cleveland area. Mark is a Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) and holds a Master's degree in Biology from John Carroll
University, and a Bachelor's degree in English and Theater from Oberlin College.

Mark is active in international, national, regional, and local information security professional circles, has been
a little league baseball and youth soccer coach, taught high school and graduate school science, writes poetry,
and enjoys calm-water kayaking and bicycling.
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Ms. Gabriella Perez

Research Technology Compliance Specialist, University of Iowa

Gabriella Perez has served as the University of Iowa’s Research Technology Compliance Specialist since the
position was created in 2017. She is the primary campus point-of-contact for technology compliance
questions among researchers and the campus OneIT network of technical specialists who utilize the campus
computing cluster as well as other services geared toward research.

She serves as a cybersecurity and compliance liaison with the Division of Sponsored Programs, the Human
Subjects Office, the UI Libraries, and the various colleges on campus.  She has extensive experience helping
researchers and IT staff navigate regulations and frameworks such as NIST 800-171, HIPAA, ITAR, etc.

Mr. Daren Wunderlich

IT Research Security Analyst and Information System Security Manager (ISSM), Purdue University

Daren Wunderlich is an IT Research Security Analyst and Information System Security Manager (ISSM) at
Purdue University. He provides IT analysis and oversight for many Purdue research projects utilizing export
control regulated data. Daren also develops, documents, implements, supports, and manages IT systems used
for the processing and storage of Purdue University’s classified research contracts. He also provides security
analysis and recommendations for projects impacting data privacy and security through the delivery of data
security plans to Purdue University researchers and the external parties with whom they collaborate.  

Daren has worked for more than 15 years in the information security industry. Before coming to Purdue
University, he held Server Operations Manager and ISSM roles for a large DoD government contractor and was
a Regimental Network Technician with the U.S. Army. Daren successfully managed and maintained restricted
areas, closed areas, and Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) areas up to Top Secret
classifications and earned multiple superior and commendable ratings from government auditors.

Dr. Sergey Buduchin

HPC Technical Director, University of California, Davis

Sergey Buduchin serves as the UC Davis HPC Technical Director where he leads the transformation of the
campus’s HPC service. He is a senior technology manager with a background in computer science and physics.
Prior to joining UC Davis in 2020, he spent over 20 years solving research computing problems in RD&E.
Sergey takes pride in meeting research needs of a Fortune 500 company: led transformation of global HPC
capabilities, created AI function, improved performance of optics modeling research unit, established IT
operations for several new R&D centers around the globe, and introduced various IT solutions in productivity
and information security for 30,000 enterprise users.
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Dr. Ritu Arora

Assistant Vice President of Research Computing at the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA)

Ritu Arora serves in the capacity of the Assistant Vice President of Research Computing at the University of
Texas at San Antonio (UTSA). She also holds faculty appointments in the departments of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, and Computer Science. Ritu specializes in designing high-productivity and scalable
infrastructure for powering discoveries, and is currently leading the development of the software
infrastructure for integrating and efficiently utilizing supercomputing, cloud computing, and volunteer
computing resources. She has delivered multiple innovative software products for the scientific community
including: a portable and containerized filesystem for cloud computing platforms, an interactive parallelization
tool for teaching and learning parallel programming, an interactive tool for application-level checkpointing,
and a framework for developing science gateways that support interactive and batch computing modes from
the convenience of a web-browser. Her areas of expertise and interest include High Performance Computing
(HPC), data-intensive computing, cloud computing, advanced software engineering, and health informatics. As
a part of her education and outreach efforts, Ritu has conducted tutorials and trainings at national and
international events on topics related to parallel programming, parallel filesystems, and cloud computing. She
has led multiple workforce development initiatives and has mentored many students to successful careers in
computing.

Ritu received her Ph.D. in Computer and Information Science from the University of Alabama at Birmingham
in 2010. She passionately promotes the use of technology for creating social impact, and actively engages in
the causes for creating inclusive policies and communities.

Dr. Victor McCrary

Vice Chair, National Science Board
Vice President for Research and Graduate Programs, University of the District of Columbia

Dr. Victor R. McCrary is the Vice President for Research and Graduate Programs at the University of the District
of Columbia. Prior to this position, he was Vice Chancellor for Research at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville and before that the first Vice President for Research and Economic Development at Morgan State
University, Baltimore, MD.

He is a change agent and serial innovator responsible for developing a comprehensive research strategy,
fostering cross-disciplinary research, expanding research programs via engagement with federal and state
agencies, increasing the University’s intellectual property portfolio, and positioned Morgan State as
Maryland’s Public, Urban Research University.  Previously, he was the Business Area Executive for Science &
Technology at The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, where he directed investments
totaling over $60M for basic and applied research projects targeted for national security and space
applications. In 2005, Dr. McCrary was selected to the rank of Principal Professional Staff at The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory. He is a former national president of the National Organization for the
Professional Advancement of Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers (NOBCChE), and a Fellow of the
American Chemical Society.

McCrary has served on numerous committees including: the Intelligence Science and Technology Experts
Group of the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine; the advisory board for electrical and
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computer engineering at The Citadel, and the advisory board of the Applied Research Laboratory at Penn
State. He served on the subcommittee for the U.S. Air Force Institute of Technology the board of the Maryland
Innovation Initiative of the Maryland Technology Development Corporation; and the PubMed Central National
Advisory Committee for the National Institutes of Health.

He has authored or co-authored over 60 technical papers and co-edited two books in his career at AT&T Bell
Laboratories and the National Institute of Standards and Technology. He is blessed to have received a number
of honors and awards during his career including: Most Promising Black Engineer in 1990; co-recipient of the
U.S. Department of Commerce’s Gold Medal in 2000; the 2002 NOBCChE Percy Julian Award; in 2005, he was
featured in Science Spectrum Magazine as one of the Top 50 Minorities in Science, and elected to the 2007
DVD Association’s Hall of Fame. In 2011, he was honored as Scientist of the Year by the Annual Black Engineer
of the Year Award-STEM Conference. In 2015 he received the Alumni Award for Research Excellence from The
Catholic University of America, and Distinguished Alumni Award by Howard University in 2017.

McCrary is a member of the National Science Board’s class of 2016-2022. He holds a B.A., Catholic University
of America, Chemistry; M.S., University of Pennsylvania, Engineering; and Ph.D., Howard University,
Chemistry.

Dr. Deborah F. Dent

Chief Information Officer, Jackson State University

Dr. Deborah F. Dent oversees the management of the university's network and communications infrastructure,
enterprise resource planning system and other information technology (IT) services that support all levels of
research, learning, and teaching.  Information Technology consists of three units: Academic IT, Computing and
Communications, and IT Managed Services, all staffed to deliver customer friendly support to all JSU
campuses.

Dr. Dent joined Jackson State in August 2012 after a 37 year career with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
She served as the Deputy Director of the Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) at the U. S. Army Engineer
Research and Development Center (ERDC) in Vicksburg, MS.

She is a member of the National Science Foundation Advisory Committee for Cyberinfrastructure (ACCI). She
is PI on the Minority Serving-Cyberinfrastructure Consortium (MS-CC).

She holds a BS in Computer Science from the University of Southern Mississippi, MS in Computer Science from
Jackson State University, and PhD in Scientific Computing from the University of Southern Mississippi.

Dr. Vikram Adve

Donald B. Gillies Professor of Computer Science, and Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Vikram Adve is the Donald B. Gillies Professor of Computer Science at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign and a Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering.  He is a Co-founder and
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Co-Director of the Center for Digital Agriculture and leads AIFARMS, a National AI Institute for Agricultural

Innovation, funded by USDA NIFA.

Adve’s research interests lie in developing and using compiler techniques to improve the performance,

programmability and reliability of computer systems. A major area of Adve’s research is on systems support

for AI in agricultural applications.  Adve and his Ph.D. student, Chris Lattner, co-designed the LLVM Compiler

Infrastructure, which is widely used in industry today, including most mobile apps for Apple consumer devices,

and is also a popular system for compiler research.

Adve, Lattner and Evan Cheng received the ACM Software System Award in 2012 for co-developing LLVM.

One of Adve’s Ph.D. students, Robert Bocchino, won the 2010 ACM SIGPLAN Outstanding Dissertation Award

and another student, John Criswell, won Honorable Mentions for both the 2014 ACM SIGOPS Dissertation

Award and the 2014 ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award. Adve is a Fellow of the ACM and was named a

University Scholar at the University of Illinois in 2015.  He served as Interim Head of the Computer Science

Department from 2017 to 2019.

Dr. Amy McGovern

Lloyd G. and Joyce Austin Presidential Professor, School of Computer Science, and School of Meteorology,
University of Oklahoma

Dr. Amy McGovern is a Lloyd G. and Joyce Austin Presidential Professor in the School of Computer Science and

in the School of Meteorology at the University of Oklahoma. Dr McGovern is also the director of the NSF AI

Institute for Research on Trustworthy AI in Weather, Climate, and Coastal Oceanography.  Her research

focuses on developing and applying trustworthy AI and machine learning methods primarily for severe

weather phenomena. Dr. McGovern received her PhD in Computer Science from the University of

Massachusetts Amherst in 2002 and was a senior postdoctoral research associate at the University of

Massachusetts until joining the University of Oklahoma in January, 2005. She received her MS from the

University of Massachusetts Amherst (1998) and her BS (honors) from Carnegie Mellon University (1996). Dr

McGovern is a fellow of the American Meteorological Society.

Dr. Alexandros Dimakis

Archie Straiton Endowed Faculty Fellowship in Engineering, Professor of Electrical and Computer

Engineering, University of Texas at Austin

Alex Dimakis is a Professor at the Electrical and Computer Engineering department, University of Texas at

Austin and holds the Archie Straiton Endowed Faculty Fellowship in Engineering. He received his Ph.D. from

UC Berkeley in EECS and the Diploma degree from the National Technical University of Athens. He received

several awards including the James Massey Award, NSF Career, a Google research award, the Eli Jury

dissertation award and the joint Information Theory and Communications Society Best Paper Award. He is a
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co-director of the National AI institute on the Foundations of Machine Learning (IFML). His research interests

include information theory, coding theory and machine learning.

Dr. Lisa Perez

Associate Director for Advanced Computing Enablement, High Performance Research Computing, Texas
A&M University

Lisa Perez is the Associate Director for Advanced Computing Enablement at Texas A&M’s High Performance
Research Computing (HPRC) facility.  She has a Ph.D. in Chemistry from Texas A&M University, and a B.S. in
Chemistry with minors in Math and Computer Information Systems (CIS) from Humboldt State University. 

Dr. Perez has over 25 years of HPC, computational science and CI development experience in academia, and
has significant experience in enabling cyber and AI/ML practices and facilitating the efficient use of HPC.
Additionally, she has a long history of involvement in outreach to K-12 in the area of computational sciences,
always incorporating the important concepts of cybersecurity. She is dedicated to ensuring the cybersecurity
of the nation by providing cutting-edge resources and training to the next generation workforce in the
computational sciences.

Dr. Wahid Bhimji

Group Lead and a Big Data Architect in the Data and Analytics Services Group, National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center

Wahid Bhimji is acting Group Lead and a Big Data Architect in the Data and Analytics Services Group at NERSC.
His interests include machine learning and data management. 

Recently he led several projects applying AI for science including deep learning at scale, generative models
and probabilistic programming. He coordinates aspects of machine learning deployment for the Lab's CS-Area
and NERSC: including the upcoming Perlmutter HPC system and plans for future NERSC machines. Previously
he was user lead for the commissioning of Cori Phase 1, particularly data services, and for the Burst Buffer.
Wahid has worked for many years in Scientific Computing and Data Analysis in Academia and the U.K.
Government and has a Ph.D. in High-Energy Particle Physics.

Dr. Eva Siegmann

Lead Research Scientist, Stony Brook University

Eva Siegmann has a PhD in applied mathematics, and has extensive experience in the field of
high-performance computing with special focus on simulations in the field of pharmaceutical engineering. Eva
recently joined the Stony Brook University where she is the lead research scientist in the Ookami project.
Ookami is a testbed which provides researchers with state-of-the-art hardware, including Fujitsu A64FX
processors.
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Dr. Niall Gaffney

Director of Data Intensive Computing, Texas Advanced Computing Center, University of Texas, Austin

Niall Gaffney's background largely revolves around the management and utilization of large inhomogeneous
scientific datasets and the creation of Cyberinfrastructure to support their creation and use. Niall, who earned
his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in astronomy from The University of Texas at Austin, joined TACC in May
2013. He previously worked for 13 years in the role of designer and developer for the archives housed at the
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI), which hold the data from the Hubble Space Telescope, Kepler, and
James Webb Space Telescope missions. He was also a leader in the development of the Hubble Legacy
Archive, projects that harvested the 20+ years of Hubble Space Telescope data to create some of the most
sensitive astronomical data products available for open research. Prior to his work at STScI, Niall worked as
"the friend of the telescope" for the Hobby Eberly Telescope (HET) project at the McDonald Observatory in
west Texas where he started working to create systems to acquire and handle the storage and distribution of
the data the HET produced.

Ms. Julie A. Wernert

Manager, Cyberinfrastructure Assessment and Evaluation, Indiana University

Julie Wernert leads the Cyberinfrastructure Assessment and Evaluation (CAE) group at the Pervasive
Technology Institute (PTI), Indiana University (IU) and brings nearly three decades of practice and experience
to the role. A longtime member of the NSF-funded XSEDE (eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment) project’s Strategy, Planning, and Evaluation team, she concentrates her efforts on
return-on-investment analysis, longitudinal studies, and other program assessment activities. Wernert also
leads IU's biennial UITS (University Information Technology Services) assessment, as well as evaluation
activities for the NSF-funded Jetstream and NCGAS projects. Prior to launching CAE, she led a study
investigating the development and sustainability of major NSF-funded software initiatives. After many years of
involvement, Wernert is the co-general chair for PEARC 2022.

Dr. Manish Parashar

Office Director, Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC), NSF

Manish Parashar recently joined The University of Utah as Director and Chair in Computational Science and
Engineering at the Scientific Computing and Imaging (SCI) Institute and Professor at the School of Computing.
He is also Visiting Professor in the Faculty of Business, Computing & Law at University of Derby, UK.

Manish is currently serving on an IPA to the US National Science Foundation (NSF) since February 2018, where
he is the Office Director of the Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC). At NSF he oversees investments
in the exploration development, acquisition and provisioning of state-of-the-art national cyberinfrastructure
resources, tools, services and expertise essential to the advancement and transformation of all of science and
engineering. He is also leading the development of NSF’s strategic vision for a National Cyberinfrastructure
Ecosystem for 21st Century Science and Engineering that responds to rapidly changing application and
technology landscapes, as well as blueprints for NSF’s key cyberinfrastructure investments over the next
decade. He is also part of the leadership of the COVID 19 High-Performance Computing Consortium, a unique
public-private partnership that brings together government, industry, and academic leaders to provide
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computing resources in support of COVID-19 research.

Manish served as Assistant Director for Strategic Computing at the Whitehouse Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) until December 2020, where he led strategic planning for the Nation's Future
Advanced Computing Ecosystem, and the development of the report "Pioneering the Future Advanced
Computing Ecosystem: A Strategic Plan.” At OSTP he also led the formulation of the National Strategic
Computing Reserve (NSCR) concept and its development and the resulting request for information. He also
served as the NSF representative for the US National Strategic Computing activities led by the Whitehouse
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), and served as co-chair of the Fast Track Action Committee
(FTAC) that developed the report titled National Strategic Computing Update: Pioneering the Future of
Computing.

Manish received a BE degree in Electronics and Telecommunications from Bombay University, India, and MS
and Ph.D. degrees in Computer Engineering from Syracuse University.

Dr. Margaret Martonosi

Assistant Director, Computer and Information Science and Engineering Directorate (CISE), NSF

Margaret Martonosi is the US National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Assistant Director for Computer and
information Science and Engineering (CISE). With an annual budget of more than $1B, the CISE directorate at
NSF has the mission to uphold the Nation’s leadership in scientific discovery and engineering innovation
through its support of fundamental research and education in computer and information science and
engineering as well as transformative advances in research cyberinfrastructure.

While at NSF, Dr. Martonosi is on leave from Princeton University where she is the Hugh Trumbull Adams '35
Professor of Computer Science. Dr. Martonosi's research interests are in computer architecture and
hardware-software interface issues in both classical and quantum computing systems. Dr. Martonosi is a
member of the National Academy of Engineering and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. She is a
Fellow of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE).

Her papers have received numerous long  term impact awards including: 2015 ISCA Long  Term Influential
Paper Award, 2017 ACM SIGMOBILE Test of Time Award, 2017 ACM SenSys Test of Time Paper award, and the
2018 (Inaugural) HPCA Test of Time Paper award. Other notable awards include the 2018 IEEE Computer
Society Technical Achievement Award, 2010 Princeton University Graduate Mentoring Award, the 2013
NCWIT Undergraduate Research Mentoring Award, the 2013 Anita Borg Institute Technical Leadership Award,
and the 2015 Marie Pistilli Women in EDA Achievement Award. In addition to many archival publications,
Martonosi is an inventor on seven granted US patents, and has co  authored two technical reference books on
power aware computer architecture. Martonosi completed her Ph.D. at Stanford University.
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Dr. Susan K. Gregurick

Associate Director for Data Science and Director of the Office of Data Science Strategy (ODSS), National
Institutes of Health (NIH)

Under Dr. Gregurick’s leadership, the ODSS leads the implementation of the NIH Strategic Plan for Data
Science through scientific, technical, and operational collaboration with the institutes, centers, and offices
that comprise NIH. Dr. Gregurick received the 2020 Leadership in Biological Sciences Award from the
Washington Academy of Sciences for her work in this role. She was instrumental in the creation of the ODSS in
2018 and served as a senior advisor to the office until being named to her current position. 

Dr. Gregurick received her undergraduate degree in chemistry and mathematics from the University of
Michigan and her Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the University of Maryland. She completed a Lady Davis
postdoctoral fellowship at Hebrew University in Israel and a Sloan postdoctoral fellowship at the University of
Maryland’s Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology, now the Institute for Bioscience & Biotechnology
Research, in Shady Grove, Md.

Dr. Barry Schneider

Staff Physicist, National Institute of Standards and Technology

Barry. I Schneider (b. 1940 in Brooklyn, New York) is a staff member of the NIST Applied and Computational
Mathematics Division. In early 2014, he came to NIST as General Editor of the DLMF project after a long
career at Los Alamos National Laboratory and the National Science Foundation. Schneider's current research
interests span a broad number of areas of theoretical chemistry, atomic and molecular physics, numerical
methods and high performance computing. His current principal focus is developing novel methods for the
solution of the time dependent Schroedinger nist-equation in ultra-short, and intense laser fields. He has
authored or co-authored 140 refereed papers and books and has given numerous invited talks in the US and
abroad. Schneider has served as Chair and Co-Chair of the APS Division of Computational Physics and Few
Body Topical group and has been the organizer of a number of conferences and invited sessions here and
abroad. He also serves as a reviewer for a variety of journals inside and outside the US. In 2020 Schneider and
Heman Gharibnejad, a research associate, were awarded the prize for best journal article in the Information
Technology Division.  Schneider, and a small team of other NIST staff, were awarded the Department of
Commerce Bronze Medal recognizing their work in transforming NIST’s infrastructure for computing in the era
of data-intensive science.  The Bronze Medal is the highest recognition awarded by NIST.

Current Projects
● General Editor - Digital Library of Mathematical Functions
● NIST Representative to Joint Program Office - National Strategic Computing Initiative
● Co-Chair of NITRD High End Computing Working Group
● Associate Editor in Chief for Computers in Science and Engineering Magazine
● Specialist Editor Computer Physics Communications
● Numerical Solution of Time-Dependent Schroedinger Equation
● AMPGateway

Current Professional Service
● Past Chair of APS Division of Computational Physics
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● NIST Representative to Networking and Information Technology Research and Development High
Performance Computing  Working Group

● Chair of NIST National Strategic Computing Initiative Seminar Group

Dr. Jeffrey A. Nichols

Associate Laboratory Director, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Dr. Nichols is the associate laboratory director for ORNL’s Computing and Computational Sciences since April
2009. He oversees the Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS), the
site of the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF), which delivers state-of-the-art scientific research
and technological innovations. The OLCF is home to Summit, the nation’s most powerful computing resource.
He also leads ORNL’s agenda in advanced high-performance computing in priority areas such as materials
science, fusion energy, and health data, as well as the laboratory’s quantum computing and artificial
intelligence initiatives.

Prior to this position, Dr. Nichols was the deputy associate laboratory director of Computing and
Computational Sciences, where he led efforts to build, install, and deploy next-generation supercomputers for
DOE, the National Science Foundation, and the Department of Defense. A theoretical chemist and software
developer, Dr. Nichols joined Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 2002 as the director of the Computer Science
and Mathematics Division, a position which he held until 2009.  From 2005-2006, he was Acting Director of
NCCS. Before coming to ORNL, he was the deputy director of the Environmental Molecular Sciences
Laboratory at DOE’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, where high priority was given to the development,
deployment, and use of scalable computational science community codes to solve grand-challenge problems
crucial to the nation.

Dr. Benjamin L. Brown

Senior Science and Technology Advisor, Office of the Deputy Director for Science Programs, U.S.
Department of Energy Office of Science

Dr. Ben Brown is the Director of the Facilities Division in the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Advanced
Scientific Computing Research.  Ben is also the program manager for the Department’s Project Leadership
Institute, a leadership development program in project management. 

Ben has over 15 years of experience in the federal government, including a year on Capitol Hill as a AAAS
Congressional Fellow.  His career experience spans scientific research; stewardship of major research facilities
and project management; and federal budgeting, policymaking, and strategic planning.  Ben currently serves
on the National Science Foundation’s Business and Operations Advisory Committee.  Ben is a physicist with
over a decade of experience conducting research in U.S. government laboratories and academic institutions in
both the U.S. and U.K.; his research focused on optical control of quantum systems and quantum information
science.  He received his Ph.D. in optics from the University of Rochester and his bachelor’s degree in physics
from Harvard University.
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Mr. Ralph Zottola

Assistant Vice President for Research Computing, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Ralph is the Assistant Vice President for Research Computing in the IT department at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham. He has been there for almost three years. Ralph trained as a biochemist but shifted
to research computing at UMass literally the weekend after his thesis defense! For CASC, he has served on the
Mission and Vision, By-laws and Strategic Planning and Advisory committees.

Mr. John Towns

Deputy CIO for Research IT, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign & PI and Project Director for the
Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) project

John Towns is the Deputy CIO for Research IT at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. NCSA,
Technology Services, and the Vice Chancellor for Research collaborated to create the position of Deputy CIO
for Research IT. This position is focused on a crucial goal of the campus strategic plan: to foster scholarship,
discovery, and innovation by supporting our faculty’s needs for information technology.

In the role of Deputy CIO, John works to enhance technologies and services used in research. Drawing on his
resources and experiences at NCSA, Technology Services, and other campus units, John is well prepared to
meet these challenges. He focuses particular attention on high-performance computing, high-speed
networking, big data, and visualization.

John also collaborates with members of the campus research community to develop new initiatives, conduct
ongoing needs assessments, and coordinate research IT activities across campus units.

In addition to being the Deputy CIO for Research IT, John is also PI and Project Director for the Extreme
Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) project and the Executive Director for the XSEDE
Project Office at NCSA (the National Center for Supercomputing Applications, also at Illinois) where he is the
Director of the Illinois Campus Cluster Program. He plays significant roles in the deployment and operation of
high-end resources and services, and distributed computing projects providing leadership and direction in the
development and provisioning of advanced computing resources and services. His background is in
computational astrophysics utilizing a variety of computational architectures with a focus on application
performance analysis. He earned M.S. degrees in Physics and Astronomy from the University of Illinois and a
B.S. in Physics from the University of Missouri-Rolla.

Dr. Alan Real

Director of Advanced Research Computing, Durham University, UK HPCSIG

Alan Real is the Director of Advanced Research Computing at Durham University, that provides computational
platforms, including HPC, and research software engineering to departments across the organisation. He is
the Director of a national Tier-2 HPC centre located in Durham and is the current Chair of the Oversight
Committee for DiRAC which provides supercomputing resources to the Particle Physics, Astronomy and
Nuclear physics communities. He has served as a Chair of the High Performance Computing  special interest
group UK HPC-SIG (that CASC holds a MoU with) and has acted as the Universities representative on the
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Nation e-Infrastructure Project Directors group. Alan holds a Ph.D. in bio-molecular simulation from Physics at
the University of York.

Ms. Miriam Quintal

Managing Principal at Lewis-Burke Associates LLC

Miriam Quintal, Managing Principal at Lewis-Burke Associates LLC, boasts over a decade of advocacy and
client success, managing the federal relations portfolios for large academic institutions, scientific societies,
and facility management organizations. As Managing Principal, she oversees the firm’s client engagement and
issue practices to ensure success and advancement across the firm.  Miriam is a prominent leader in National
Science Foundation advocacy, co-chairing the Coalition for National Science Funding (CNSF) and working
closely with the higher education and research advocacy community to guide policy for and champion the
Foundation. Her wealth of knowledge and federal research enterprise acumen provides value to all
components of client interests: supporting university leadership, shepherding research initiatives, and shaping
policy across a range of issues. Major advocacy efforts have included successfully guiding large-scale science
projects through the appropriations process, restoring funding for key programs proposed to be eliminated in
the President’s budget request, establishing new agency funding for research infrastructure, and creating
opportunities for clients to showcase research and leadership in Administration initiative areas.  Before joining
Lewis-Burke, Miriam gained policy experience as a Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Fellow with the
Board on Science Education at the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine.  She has an
undergraduate degree in chemistry from Smith College and a master’s degree in Organic Chemistry from
Harvard University.
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